
EX735Ag Slider: Great relief from severe allergies in 1 
session  
 

PATIENT DETAILS: 

Gender/age: 60 Year old female 

Presented condition, complaints: History of strong allergic responses including catatonic 
lockup 

Past medical history: Exposure to mold and other allergies 

TREATMENT: 

Time of action during session: Typically 15-30 minutes 

Action modes used: 

A3: SCENAR-COSMODIC /Slider Auto for dosing applications 
SCENAR-COSMODIC /Slider Auto, set to Manual at 25% Power Slider for 6 Points 
SCENAR-COSMODIC /Slider Auto, set to Manual at 45% Slider for 3 Pathways 

Areas treated: 3P6P, Palms 

Change of the patient’s condition during and after session: 

Before therapy started client walked in and went into a paralyzed state, which was ended with the 
use of a LASER. Patient was frail with severe allergic responses, had difficulty with foods, and 
her throat would immediately swell if her food contained gluten. Once sessions progressed, her 
gluten tolerance was increased, sensitivity was reduced and her medical situation is now solid 
and hardy. She possesses unique ability to feel energy and sense toxic molds.  Several builders 
ask her to locate and identify toxic mold locations so they can remove them from buildings. She 
also possesses unique abilities relative to Reike and the use of subtle energy. It was her exquisite 
ability to sense shifts in energy that made an excellent person to evaluate the 735AG-Modific vs. 
735AG-Slider. 

Total number of sessions: 1 with Slider 

Owns a C-DOVE and LASER for over a year, uses as needed. 

Total time of treatment (days, weeks): As needed throughout the year, typically 1-2 times per 
week depending on exposure levels. 

Final result of treatment: 

Now much more gluten tolerant, does not “lock up” when exposed to toxic molds but is still 
affected by them, much more hardy overall.  Now she is able to eat a wider range of foods with 
much less sensitivity. 



COMMENTS:  

The Slider feels much stronger and has a totally different “energy feel” from the Modific. 

Comments on the new device working: 

“I really like the energy of this device, it is totally different than the Modific’s feel and especially 
the earlier generation SCENARs that you waited for the DOSE to signal to let you know it’s done. 
You can feel the frequency it is using much more strongly and then feel it make a shift to another 
frequency, like it is pushing a blockage as the energy begins to move differently and releases 
occur. When the Slider energy changes you can  physically feel it push differently as it reacts with 
your body. The 735AG Slider really resonated with me energetically, much more so than the 
other models.” 

 


